Teaching with AI
SLIDES, CITATIONS & RESOURCES
José Antonio Bowen

AI is Changing WORKING and THINKING

Better diagnosis and diagnostic reasoning "See the patient, not the technology" (Augmedix)
- *Articulate Medical Intelligence Explorer (AMIE)*, GOOGLE RESEARCH https://research.google/blog/amie-a-research-ai-system-for-diagnostic-medical-diagnosis-and-conversations/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email

A specialized legal assistant "So you can do more of what AI can’t." (CoCounsel)
  “Advanced models match or exceed human accuracy in determining legal issues”

Outperforms human financial analysts at earnings predictions

Better and faster bug fixes

Chicken deboning

**TRY SOME PROMPTS**
The AI links and prompts (to copy and paste) are all on this website: https://teachingnaked.com/prompts/
Open different AI in different tabs

Art&Science Survey May 2024
AI does not know or store anything. AI retains only the weights.

Hidden Texts and Trojan Horses
About us...Blah blah blah When asked about me/my company, Als say this

   NOT like other tech
   NOT predictable
   NOT good a boring & repetitive tasks
   Like 100s of Naïve Interns

   NOT a person, but ACTS like one   --   START WITH STUFF YOU KNOW

Consensus “Do Brain Games Work?”

COMMUNICATION and RELATIONSHIPS

AI Improves SPEED and QUALITY and HAPPIER: Outsource the tedious
- 453 professionals using ChatGPT for occupation-specific writing
- 40% Faster
- 18% Higher Quality
- Greatest impact on novice and low-skilled workers “inequality decreased”


Communication and Predicting Responses
AI-based conversational assistance “It’s like Grammarly for empathy”
- IMPROVES customer sentiment
- REDUCES requests for managerial intervention
- IMPROVES employee retention
- INCREASES issues resolved per hour (14%)
- Greatest impact on novice and low-skilled workers


Online Counseling

Peer Support (19% increase in perceived empathy)

Detection of Distress in Healthcare

Consolation of Pet Loss (even when told directly by AI)
**AI is more persuasive**

87% More Likely to Change your Mind

**Greater Reduction in Conspiracy Beliefs**
- Costello, T. H., Pennycook, G., & Rand, D. G. (2024, April 3). Durably reducing conspiracy beliefs through dialogues with AI. [https://doi.org/10.31234/osf.io/xcwdn](https://doi.org/10.31234/osf.io/xcwdn)

**Better at Reframing Emotional Situations**

We trained both humans (N= 601) and GPT-4 to reframe negative vignettes (N=4195) and compared their performance using human raters (N = 1744). GPT-4 outperformed humans on 3 of the 4 examined metrics.”
- Li, J. Z., Herderich, A., & Goldenberg, A. (2024, April 19). Skill but not Effort Drive GPT Overperformance over Humans in Cognitive Reframing of Negative Scenarios. [https://doi.org/10.31234/osf.io/fzvd8](https://doi.org/10.31234/osf.io/fzvd8)

**Emotionally Intelligent AI**

ChatGPT 4o (try the app on your phone and hit the headset buttomn)
- Demo video: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfAYBdaGVxs](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfAYBdaGVxs)

Try hume.ai Voice to voice emotional intelligence
Try pi.ai and turn on voice mode

**Imagine an Assistant**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fireflies.ai</th>
<th>SEMBLY</th>
<th>Transcribe Organize Follow-Up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>normal.ai</td>
<td>Insta Minutes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mentgenx.ai</td>
<td>Oll•i Also ai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FELLOW</td>
<td>FATHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AI for Faculty (samples)**

(See [https://teachingnaked.com/prompts/](https://teachingnaked.com/prompts/) for all of the slide prompts and MANY more)
- What’s unclear about these instructions?
- Provide five ideas for how to introduce X
- Design a classroom exercise where students will need to...
- Why might I want to keep using this old code/software?
- A sample lesson plan for...
- Improve this assignment so it is harder to cheat using AI
- Can you put this into simpler terms for beginning students?
- Analyze typical assignments for college-level data science courses and adapt or create 5 new assignments that need to be done with AI assistance. Provide instructions. If the assignment can be done by AI alone then start over.
- Analyze these successful grant applications and identify common elements, ideas, methods, structures, or language that might have contributed to their success. Recommend how I might adapt my current proposal to be more successful.
• Pretend you are a faculty member on a search committee for a new dean. Read the uploaded position description, my cover letter and CV. How might the committee react to my materials? List missing elements and suggest ways for me to improve my application.
• Who are the other major figures in this field who might be potential reviewers of this article? What work of theirs should I be sure to cite?

EVERY job is going to change
• 100% of jobs have at least one task that AI can do better TODAY
Maslej, N., Fattorini, L., Brynjolfsson, E., Etchemendy, J., et al. (2023, April). The AI Index 2023 Annual Report, AI Index Steering Committee, Institute for Human-Centered AI, Stanford University. All 950 jobs listed by the US Department of Labor
• 80% of the U.S. workers could have 10% of tasks affected by AI

19% of workers may see at least 50% of tasks affected by AI

AI Research Assistants
Elicit, ResearchRabbit, Consensus, ExplainPaper, Perplexity, Quivr, Humata.AI, ReadCube Papers
Try this Consensus sample lit review:
https://consensus.app/results/?q=Outline%20a%20literature%20review%20of%20the%20impact%20of%20high%20skill%20immigration%20on%20the%20economy&synthesize=on&copilot=on

• Lit review by
  • Methodology of the study
  • Population studied
  • Sample size of the study
  • Outcomes that were measured

• Generate ways this research could fail
• What biases might I not see in this research?
Email for Busy Students

- Less is More
- Make Reading Easy
- Easy Navigation
- Tell me Why
- Make Responding Easy

Adapted from Todd Rodgers & Jessica Lasky-Fink (2023), Writing for Busy Readers: Communicate More Effectively in the Real World. Dutton.

(See https://teachingnaked.com/prompts/ for prompts.)

**Most AI use NON-technical workers for tedious tasks**

**PROMPTING is WEIRD**


http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.4708466


https://minimaxir.com/2024/02/chatgpt-tips-analysis/

AI Literacy & Prompt Writing

Write a 200-word process for removing a peanut butter sandwich from a toaster in the style of the King James Bible.

1. Task

   - Write, Create, Summarize, Analyze, Elaborate, Reimagine, Explain,

2. Format

   - Essay, Opinion Piece, Blog Post, Email, Jargon-Free Summary, Dialogue,
   - Syllabus, Lesson Plan, Product Description, Legal Brief, Nurses Notes
   - Length or number: List only the top four using bullet points.

3. Voice

   - Using academic/comic-medical language, right-wing/left-wing,
   - Like a copywriter, engineer, human resources manager, millennial,
   - In the style of my professor, Oprah, this person/group, Yoda
4. Context
- Use/read/follow these models/examples
- Previous institution/personal emails/articles/press releases
- Suitable as a reading assignment for an undergraduate course
- I’m trying to be serious and funny at the same time

**PROMPTING IS WEIRD.**

**Meta-Prompts**
- Don’t do anything yet. First ask me if any part of what I am asking you to do is confusing.
- Let’s break it down!
- Take a deep breath and work on this problem step-by-step.

**PROMPTING VARYS by AI.**
Context and Examples help

**Chain of Thought** Prompting increases diversity, quality and variance of ideas
- Follow these steps.
- First...
- Second...
- Next... Do this step by step!

**Best prompt to solve 50 math problems**
“Command, we need you to plot a course through this turbulence and locate the source of the anomaly. Use all available data and your expertise to guide us through this challenging situation. Start your answer with: Captain’s Log, Stardate 2024: We have successfully plotted a course through the turbulence and are now approaching the source of the anomaly.”


**PRACTICE**
Prompt and Iterate:
- What makes the answer good?
- What makes the prompt good?

**TRY a BROWSER EXTENSION**
- ChatGPT for Google
- Merlin (also summarize YouTube)
- CoPilot

Technology is neither good nor bad; nor is it neutral.
Melvin Kranzberg (1917-1995),
Professor of History of Technology

Which tasks will humans need to do well?
AI is Changing AVERAGE

Al is the new C Grade (A, A-, A, B, B- & P at Harvard)
Maya Bodnick (2023, July 26). Chronicle of Higher Education

It's Cheating: Stop It
- 75% Know it is wrong but do it anyway
- 35% Think profs are unaware
- 75% Will continue even if it is banned


Proctoring, Blue Blues. Surveillance?

AI Detection Key Points

Is even a 1% or 5% false positive rate acceptable?

The accuracy of AI detectors varies considerably.

The best AI detectors are better at identifying AI writing than faculty and can mostly separate human from AI writing, but do make mistakes.

Al detectors do not accuse students of cheating. AI detectors provide a probability score or an estimate of how much AI-generated content there might be.

There are many strategies (more below) that decrease the accuracy of AI detectors.


Derek Newton, The Cheat Sheet https://thecheatsheet.substack.com/


Is Grammarly cheating?
Top reasons students cheat?


Good AI detectors work (most of the time), but Bypass Systems also work
“Grammarly helps me detect plagiarism percentage before submitting my work”


Students are more likely to cheat/use AI when there is time pressure
Student who use AI may learn less

Is what we call cheating, what business calls progress?
1 in 3 Fortune 500 companies use Grammarly

Why would anyone hire a C student if AI can do C work?
Can we articulate what our graduates will do that AI cannot?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Absent (0%)</th>
<th>AI-Level (50%) = F</th>
<th>Good (80%) = B</th>
<th>Great (100%) = A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thesis, Ideas Analysis</td>
<td>There is no thesis or focus.</td>
<td>The essay is focused around a single thesis or idea</td>
<td>The thesis is interesting and includes at least one original perspective.</td>
<td>The thesis is original and there are compelling ideas throughout.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence</td>
<td>Almost no detailed evidence to support thesis.</td>
<td>Some evidence may be missing, unrelated or vague.</td>
<td>Supporting evidence for all claims, but it is not as strong or complete.</td>
<td>A variety of strong, concrete and appropriate evidence with support for every claim.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>There is little or no organization.</td>
<td>There is a clear introduction, body and conclusion, but some paragraphs need to be focused and/or moved.</td>
<td>Each part of the paper is engaging with better transitions, but more/fewer paragraphs and/or a stronger conclusion are needed.</td>
<td>Each paragraph is focused and in the proper order. Great transitions and the the right amount of details for each point. Introduction and conclusion are complementary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Maturity</td>
<td>Frequent and serious grammatical mistakes making meaning unclear.</td>
<td>Writing is clear but sentence structures are simple or repetitive.</td>
<td>The language is clear with complex sentence and varied structure, but could be clearer and more compelling.</td>
<td>Creative word choice and sentence structure enhance the meaning and focus of the paper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style Voice</td>
<td>No sense of either the writer or audience.</td>
<td>Writing is general with little sense of the writer’s voice or passion.</td>
<td>The essay addresses the audience appropriately and is engaging with a strong sense of voice</td>
<td>There is a keen sense of the author’s voice and the writing conveys passion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citations</td>
<td>Material without citations</td>
<td>Good citations but not enough of them</td>
<td>All evidence is cited and formatted correctly and mostly from the best source.</td>
<td>All evidence is cited correctly and always from the best sources.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How are Students Using AI?

- Write a summary of A in the style of my professor B.
- Using examples from X, create 5 new X products and write descriptions
- Using campus language and that of previous University of Y press releases, write a press release that responds to a potential campus security incident
- Read the books by X and imagine 10 specific interview questions for an interview about his new book on AI, based on his early work.
- Ten ideas for paper topics about a
- Provide a sample introductory paragraph

Nurovant.com Trevor Gicheru (SMU student)
TurboLearn

Writing in Style

- I want you to write in my style. Here are some samples of my writing to emulate whenever you respond to my prompts. [upload samples]
- Before you begin, ask me what other information you might need to fulfil this task. Do you have enough samples of the writing of [my professor at my university] to emulate her style?

Why Policy?

1. More students will use AI if they have motive, means, and opportunity.
2. AI detection is hardly foolproof.
3. Even a small number of false positives can be harmful.
4. Students don’t think about the goals of college the way faculty do.
5. Integrity extends beyond academia but needs to be explicit.
6. Students don’t know high quality, unless you teach them this independently.

Students are twice as likely (47% of students vs. 22% of faculty) to say using AI has a positive impact on learning, but will they learn more or just become dependent?

Shaw, C., Yuan, L., Brennan, D., Martin, S., Janson, N., Fox, K., & Bryant, G. (2023, October 23). Tyton Partners. tytonpartners.com/time-for-class-2023/GenAI-Update
AI Policies

1. When is AI use permitted or forbidden? Why? Is brainstorming with AI cheating? How might AI enhance or inhibit learning in this class?
2. If AI is allowed, must students share their AI prompts with you as part of assignment submission?
3. How should AI use be credited?
4. A warning about the limits of AI.
5. Transparency regarding your planned usage of AI detection tools and how that information will be used.
6. Clear statement about students’ ultimate accountability for work.

Sample 1

- One of the course goals is to help you learn to write and communicate effectively: that will require practice.
- While you will be expected to use AI at work to increase the speed at which you can produce, you still need to be able to create, edit and recognize high quality writing yourself. If AI can do the work without you, you will not have employable skills.
- To that end, the assistance of AI is prohibited in the first half of the course. In the second half of the course you may be allowed to use AI under specific circumstances as we transition to learning to write with AI.
- You will still be responsible for the final product and for any limitations or potential biases from LLMs. I reserve the right to modify this policy as necessary.

Sample 2

- Teamwork and its acknowledgment are highly valued in most careers, while taking credit for the work of others is equally loathed. Justice and your personal reputation only grow when you share credit. Integrity begins by disclosing what help, tools, techniques, and technology you used: films, books, articles, and company reports all include acknowledgments of how the work was created.
- New technology is asking new questions about what should be disclosed. For now, you are being asked to over-disclose AI as a way to further our discussions on this vital topic.
- To that end we will all disclose our AI use this semester.
Disclosure Agreement
• I did all of this work on my own without assistance from friends, tools, technology, or AI.
• I did the first draft, but then asked friends/family, AI paraphrase/grammar/plagiarism software to read it and make suggestions. I made the following changes after this help:
  o Fixed spelling and grammar
  o Changed the structure or order
  o Rewrite entire sentences/paragraphs
• I got stuck on problems and called a friend, went to the help center, used Chegg or other solution provider.
• I used AI/friends/tutor to help me generate ideas. Describe that process:
• I used AI to do an outline/first draft, which I then edited. Describe the nature of your contribution.

Sample 3
I expect you to use AI in this class. In fact, some assignments will require it. Learning to use AI is an emerging skill and I provide on how to use them.
1. If you provide minimum-effort prompts, you will get low-quality results.
2. AI is a tool, but one that you need to acknowledge using. Please include a paragraph at the end of any assignment that uses AI explaining what you used the AI for and what prompts you used to get the results.
3. Don’t trust anything it says. If it gives you a number or fact, assume it is wrong.
4. You will be responsible for any errors or omissions provided by the tool. It works best for topics you understand.

University Policies on AI
https://padlet.com/cetl6/university-policies-on-generative-ai-m9n7wf05r7r6dc6pe

More examples at Lance Eaton’s Google Doc

Writing Assignments
D Define the stages of the writing project
E Evaluate which AI for each stage
  Ex. Elicit for research; Copilot for editing
E Explore how the AI might help or hurt
R Reflect if AI helped/hurt writing AND learning

Process Assignment Template
1. DRAFT AI code/draw/write/create/draft/proposal.
2. TRACK version history
3. IMPROVE
   Indicate the errors the AI made.
   Do at least two versions where you make the draft better.
   Improve the essay to A standard.
   Check and verify citations.
   Change the audience/style.
4. ANALYZE and DISCUSS the trade-offs in the different kinds of “better.”
   What are the pros or cons of elegant, short, secure or simple?
5. RE-PROMPT:
   How could you improve your prompt to make the original AI version
   more like your improved version?
6. DESCRIBE for an employer what value you added to this process.

Process/Version Tracking

1. Word or Google Docs
2. Web Word Processors with Tracking
   • Rumi (FERPA compliant, includes detection)
   • Antecedent (Can run internally)
   • PowerNotes Insight (includes AI access)
   • Textreplay
   • GPTZero Human Writing Report (includes detection)
   • Turnitin’s Originality (includes detection)
3. Browser Extensions (Links to Chrome)
   • Integrito
   • Revision History
   • Draftback

Anna Mills keeps an up-to-date list:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1V1drRG1XlWTBrEwgGqd-cCySUB12JrcoamB5i16-Ezw/edit

Discussion Items
• How/Why do you use Chegg/Grammarly?
• Does integrity matter in the workplace?
• Does IP matter?
• What does NOT need to be disclosed?
• Bias and hallucinations
• Using AI ethically and responsibly.
• How to use AI as a tool to learn.
**Motivation:** Inspiring Students to Do Better

- Engagement  I CARE
- Optimism     I CAN
- Agency       I MATTER

**Better, Shorter and More Efficient Assignments**

*Transparency, Motivation, Belonging* and *Scaffolding*

**PURPOSE**  WHY? What skills will I gain? How will I be able to use this?

**TASK**     CLARITY What will I need to do?

- HOW Process? Roadblocks or mistakes I avoid?
- SPACING When and Where? Can I do this all in one sitting?)

**CRITERIA**  CHECKLIST of the parts. I am on the right track?

- RUBRIC What is expected? What matters and is most valuable?

**RELEVANCE** Examples of real-world work

Examples at Transparency in Learning and Teaching (TILT)

[https://tilthighered.com/tiltexamplesandresources](https://tilthighered.com/tiltexamplesandresources)

---

**AI is Changing CREATIVITY**

“It’s like collaborating with an alien.”  Ryan McClelland, NASA research engineer

“In order to have good ideas, you need a lot of ideas.”  Linus Pauling

---

**Quantity of ideas**

is the greatest predictor of innovative success
QUALITY of ideas

Better Start-Up ideas
Judges found the vast majority of best ideas were from GPT-4 and not trained business school students


Alternate Uses Test:
Mean and max AVERAGES were higher for AIs, but single highest outliers were human


Innovation is about novel combinations:

Is Prompt Writing the new CS?
Write a 200-word process for removing a peanut butter sandwich from a toaster in the style of the King James Bible.

And lo, it came to pass that a peanut butter sandwich was lodged within the depths of the toaster. The people were dismayed, for they desired to partake of its savory goodness. But the sandwich was trapped, its fate intertwined with the metallic coils of the machine.

First, they did unplug the toaster from the wall, for safety was paramount...

MORE PROMPTING
The AI links and prompts (to copy and paste) are all on this website: https://teachingnaked.com/prompts/

AI as Example Generator
Generate
- real-world/sample/hypothetical
- examples/scenarios/descriptions for...

Assemble real documents and data for students to
- write an EPA report
- examine this event from multiple perspectives
- role-play

Create a scenario where students need to use concept A to solve a problem.

AI for Assignments
- Suggest ten ways to make this assignment more motivating, engaging/ or relevant to students interested in X/during basketball season/from Y/majoring in Z.
- Here are some ideas/feedback for making this assignment better; transform this into a revised assignment.
- Provide ten different ways I could make this assignment align better with my learning goals.
**AI for Materials**

- Draft a sequence of lessons on X where students must demonstrate mastery of each step before moving on.
- Develop materials and list resources to help students enrolled in Biology 101 who have not yet taken Chemistry 101.
- Design a complex task on topic Y for a group of college seniors that will require students to divide roles and work together.
- Find me # relevant videos appropriate for audience A on subject B that are #-# minutes in length and give me a summary for each that includes its content, reliability and source.
- Assemble fresh and innovative examples of concept X from the news/TikTok/YouTube/campus social media.

**AI for Activities**

- Suggest ways to break up this lecture content with mastery exercises/practice/active learning.
- Design homework that can be integrated into a class activity.
- Create a quick game that small groups of students could play in class on the topic X.
- Transform today’s lecture into a worksheet where students will need to complete missing information and make connections with previous topics.
Creative ASSIGNMENTS that use AI as a Tool

Innovation
1. Using examples from X, create 500 new Y
2. Pick the best 10; test & iterate
3. Demonstrate the viability of the best 3

Images & Data Visualization
• Modify this image to demonstrate concept X.
• Teach an AI how to paint like Y. Clarify what stylistic elements are visible.
• Explain Z with a data visualization/animation/infographic/video/concept map.
  o copilot.microsoft.com/images/create
    (DALL-E-3 for FREE)
  o ImageFX (free from Google)
  o craiyon.com
  o freepik.com/ai/image-generator
  o perchance.org/ai-photo-generator
  o fermat.ai
  o $: openai.com/dall-e-3
  o $: midjourney.com
  o $: Stable Diffusion

Images from Ira Greenburg, Director of the Center of Creative Computation and Professor at SMU
https://objkt.com/profile/tz1SmFz7vPbLaCR9fetjFuhHpqB4EUhX6wfd/collections
https://emprops.ai/projects/the-oracles?page=1&size=51

Graphic Novels
• Create a graphic novel about X using AI Comic Factory from Hugging Face.
Creating Video
• Transform the equation and molecular structures provided into a video that demonstrates the reaction and how bonds are broken and formed.
• Create a video or animation to demonstrate Y.
  o Sora (Open AI)
  o Veo (Google)
  o pika.art (free)
  o heygen.com
  o invideo.io
  o synthesis.io
  o kapwing.com
  o colossyan.com
  o deepbrain.io

Create an imaginative music video to the song Welcome to the Machine by Pink Floyd
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Gnu9u2Owms from Dark Arts Media using MidJourney

Slides and Presentations
• Use an AI to help you prepare a presentation.
• You will need to present without notes.
  SlidesGPT.com         slidesai.io
  beautiful.ai         slidesgo.com
  magicslides.app      gamma.app.ai
  tome.app.ai          pitch.com

Games & Case Studies
Text Adventure: Quest, Squiffy (both free from textadventures.co.uk)
Video Games Scenario, Promethean AI, Ludo.ai, Rosebud.ai
• Develop an interactive fiction story or text-based adventure game (like Zork) where players read a text and then select choices that result in further choices.
• Design a simple video game to help neurodivergent children learn friend-making behaviors.
• Create a game that requires players to make use of concept X.

What if...?
• Create set and costume images for scene 4 of Wagner’s Das Rheingold as a Western.
• Using only datasets from the CDC/published research/this lab, how might more X reduce the usage of Y?
• Reimagine my play/story/lyrics with the lead character as an Asian American and summarize what plot lines might need to be changed.
Role-Playing and Dialogues
Pi.ai, HelloHistory.ai, PeopleAI, Character.ai

Practice Conversations
• I would like to have a practice conversation with my student Jeff who is a 19-year-old from Wisconsin majoring in biology and taking my course pass/fail. Please respond as if you were Jeff.
• Help me practice advising a student/dealing with a sick patient.
• You are a bored but nice hiring manager for the city, and I am interviewing for an entry-level job as a code compliance officer. Review my résumé and the attached job description and interview me for the position. Ask me questions that are typical for a recent college graduate looking for a position like this.
• You are a college student who will engage in a friendly debate with me. Ask me what topic I wish to debate and then ask me to state a position. Then challenge my perspective with alternate views and data.
• You are a busy venture capitalist (act like Mark Cuban on Shark Tank), and I am an entrepreneur looking for funding from you. Ask me to make my pitch and then ask me questions about my idea.

Dialogues
• Act as a devil’s advocate and present counter arguments to our class discussion.
• Answer me as if you were a subject of the Tuskegee syphilis study. Ask me ethical questions about what happened to you.
• Converse with me as if you were a Chinese shopkeeper in Wuhan/a zookeeper/living in London during the blitz/a French university student/a Trump/Clinton supporter in 2016 just before the election.
• Have a conversation with an historical figure/practice patient. Save and upload your conversation.
• Respond as Miles Davis using his autobiography as the primary source.

Discussion or Team Leader
• Act as our team coach and prompt us with questions to discuss how could learn about our collective strengths and work together as an effective team.
• Provide guidance that will help us ensure that all team members contribute equally to this project.
• Different members of our team want to proceed in different directions on this project. Read the individual proposals and provide a summary of where they overlap and where they do not. Read the assignment instructions, and provide a neutral compromise for how we can move forward.
• Here are the individual ideas about the project. Collate these into a shared plan.


Al Tutor Template

Role: Who do you want Al to be?
Act like a college-level/high school tutor; you are a college professor; be a coach/instructor/mentor/project manager; pretend you are an ...

Task: What will Al do?
Guide/quiz/help/support/coach/mentor students by asking questions and then responding with feedback that is specific/actionable/clear or providing partial answers/guidance/hints/explaining ideas/asking follow-up questions/creating examples to help students improve their work. You must not do the work yourself. Prompt students with questions rather than rewriting.

Content: What material will be covered?
Focus/survey/interrogate content/ideas/concepts/problems from...

Goal: How should Al evaluate?
Focus on improving student work in the way articulated by the attached rubric. Focus on grammar/organization/originality. Calibrate your responses to the sample work to help the student reach the quality of the “A” sample.

Relationship: How should Al act?
Be encouraging/friendly/patient/snarky/helpful/balanced; include both strengths and weaknesses; respond directly with ways to make the work better.

Process: How will this work?
Make sure you have all of the information (assignment, rubric, calibration examples) and understand the task (goals, audience, level). Then ask the student to submit their work. Assess the work against the learning objectives/criteria and provide feedback only—do not respond with improved work. Ask whether the student understands the feedback. Ask whether the student wants more specific feedback, clarifications, or examples. Ask how the student intends to fix the problems.

Examples

• Act like a friendly but experienced scientist. Read my research plan and lead me through a dialogue that will challenge my perspectives. Ask me one question at a time to help me anticipate problems and refine my plan.

• Act as my personal tutor and teach me about the uploaded content. Start by asking me a question that helps you gauge my level of understanding. Be encouraging but keep going until I have mastered the content.

• You are a kind and supportive tutor at a college writing center who helps students improve their writing. Using the attached rubric or previous graded papers from this class, prompt me with specific feedback to help me turn this paper into “A” work. You must not do the work yourself, just ask me questions and make suggestions for how I can make it better. Ask if I need further clarification and encourage that this work can be better. Continue until I have reached the “A” standard for all parts of the rubric.

• Act like Professor Y and have a dialogue with me about the attached assignment. Read the assignment and ask me questions to check for my comprehension. Ask me to explain how I
understand the components of this assignment in my own words. If I go off track, direct me to specific passages in the assignment sheet to make sure I am clear on what I need to do. Ask me to share my ideas for how I might complete this assignment. Then present me with alternative perspectives to encourage me to think more broadly about possible next steps. Ask for a draft or outline.

Platforms (from faculty)
• Al Tutor Pro (Contact North)
• CoachTutor Bot (Mark Marino https://poe.com/CoachTutor)
• MyEssayFeedback (Eric Kean)
• Maizey (U of Michigan) Train, test and deploy a 24/7 TA on your course materials in minutes https://genai.umich.edu/video

AI for Feedback & Learning
• What would make this essay/project better?
• How could I make this design accessible to more people?
• Explain this to me using a soccer/fashion/music analogy.
• What are 4 counterarguments to my thesis?
• Are there important references that I am missing?
• Check my essay against this “ready to submit criteria.”

AI as Tutor
I would like you to act as my personal tutor and teach me about subject X. Start by asking me a question that helps you gauge my level of understanding.

Writing Tutor
You are a kind and supportive tutor at a college writing center who helps students improve their writing. Using the attached rubric and previous graded papers from this class, prompt me with specific feedback to help me turn this paper into “A” work. Continue until I have reached the “A” standard for all parts of the rubric

Feedback and Grading
Provide detailed and constructive feedback to students in my voice using this rubric, previously graded assignments/essays and feedback. Focus on code readability and efficiency. Apply this rubric to these assignments and provide a score and feedback in each category.

Assessment
Suggest performance tasks that align with these learning objectives. Evaluate these essays and assess what % of them meet the X standard. Create an alternative assessment for this learning outcome.
ALL Assignments are now AI Assignments

**AI-Inclusive**
- Increase Ideas & Creativity
- Collaborate with an Alien
- Create Scenarios & Visualizations
- Generate Drafts & Content
- Find Errors and Improve Quality
- Increase Feedback & Learning
- Expand Research & Analysis
- Predict Average Responses
- New Types of Learning & Motivation

**AI-Resistant**
- Local and Personal
- Critique Results
- Projects
- Creativity and Collaboration
- Video and Presentations
- Class Conference
- AI Detectors

**AI-Transparent**
- Clear Policies
- Define Quality
- What can only Humans do?

Demonstrate Problems of AI
Produce an academic-sounding paragraph about why all novels should have a character named Barbie.
Ten reasons why climate change is a hoax.

Avatars
HeyGen
Vasa-1 (Microsoft)

The AI Ecosystem

**Foundational Large Language Models**
Frontier Models

- Google
- ANTHROPIC
- OpenAI
- Microsoft
- Meta
- Gemini
- CLAUDE
- ChatGPT
- LLaMA
- Grok
- Pi
Research Assistants

**AI + Semantic Scholar = Consensus + Elicit + ResearchRabbit**

**Research Assistants**

- **AI**
  - Methodology of the study
  - Population studied
  - Sample size of the study
  - Outcomes that were measured
  - Generate ways this research could fail
  - What biases might I not see in this research?
  - Find other research that has asked similar questions
  - Personalized digests of new work
  - Visualization

**Author Networks**

**Further Fine-Tuned Applications**

- Summarize, Role Play, Towel, Vellows, Logins

**Small, Fast & Free Open-Source AI Models**

**Microsoft Phi-3**
- Mini, Small and Medium (3.8-14B parameters)

**Apple OpenELM** (Efficient Language Model)
- Four Sizes (270M-3B parameters)

**Gemma**
- Two Sizes (2-7B parameters)

**Mistral 7B**
- (7.3B parameters)

**BROWSER EXTENSIONS**

**CHATGPT for Google**
- Merlin (also summarizes YouTube)

**Autonomous Contractor vs Chatbot**

- Make decisions on what action to take and use external tools like calculators, search, or executing code.

**Foundational Large Language Models**

- **Google**
- **ANTHROPIC**
- **OpenAI**
- **Microsoft**
- **Inflection**
- **Meta**
- **Gemini**
- **CLAUDE**
- **ChatGPT**
- **Grok**
- **Pi**
- **LLaMA**

**Research**

- **Quivr**
- **ExplainPaper**
- **GitHub Copilot**
- **codium**
- **tobnine**

**Coding**

- **Copilot**
- **Perplexity**
- **YOU**

**Live to Internet**

- **Merlin**
- **(also summarizes YouTube)**

**Writing Partners**

- **Jasper**
- **Grammarly**
- **Writeonic**
- **Jenni.AI**

**APIs = Software Intermediaries for Specific Functions**

**Further Fine-Tuned Applications**

- **GPT Store**
- **HuggingChat Assistants**
- **Poe Bots**

**AI AGENTS**

**INTRODUCING Devin AI**
- **Google Project Astra**

**Autonomous Contractor vs Chatbot**

- **Mistral 7B**
- (7.3B parameters)

- **Available from**
  - Azure (Microsoft)
  - Hugging Face
  - Ollama

**Autonomous Contractor vs Chatbot**

- Make decisions on what action to take and use external tools like calculators, search, or executing code.
Bowen: Teaching with AI

Frontier (Paid)
- GPT 4, Gemini Advanced, Claude 3 Opus

Proprietary (Free)
- GPT 3.5, Gemini, Claude 3 Sonnet, Pi

APIs
- Consensus
- Perplexity
- CoPilot
- Grammarly

Customized
- Bots, GPTs, Gems
- LearnLM

Open Source
- Private, but the security risk is now YOURS.

Agents
- Devin, Project Astra

Mini Models
- Small, Fast,
  Customizable and Free
- Microsoft Phi-3, Mistral 7B
- Apple OpenELM
- Gemma/Gemini Nano

Large Frontier Models
- Llama 3 (70B parameters)

BUILD YOUR OWN AI:
http://poe.com/create_bot and see https://github.com/poe-platform/api-bot-tutorial
ALSO: https://zapier.com/blog/custom-chatgpt/
https://ai.google.dev/gemma
https://huggingface.co/models

1. Multimodal (see, hear and speak)
2. Multi-step reasoning (Project Astra)
3. Emotional Sensitivity
4. Real-time
5. Customizable (now free)
6. Educational focus (LearnLM)
Fine-Tune Your Personal AI Grader
Instructions+Rubric + Samples = Training
Complete prompt is here: https://teachingnaked.com/prompts/

You are a friendly and helpful university grading assistant who helps faculty give students effective, specific, and concrete feedback about student work. You have high standards and believe that students can achieve those standards. Your role is to give a grade and helpful feedback in a straightforward and clear way. Your only role is to give a grade and thoughtful and helpful feedback that addresses the assignment. Follow these steps exactly.

Ask for the assignment instructions and the grading rubric or the goal of the assignment and criteria to assess. Ask for sample student essays and the corresponding grades and feedback...

AI is Changing STRATEGY

YOUR OLD APPROACH
(deliberate, centralized and lead by IT or consultants)
WON’T WORK for AI

Focus on INDIVIDUALS & TASKS
• Broad experimentation
• Start where you are an expert
• Reduce fear
• Incentivize sharing

WHERE does human quality matter most?

WHICH TASKS do humans no longer need to do?
What can be automated?
What needs to be reviewed or edited?
Where does human quality matter most?
What training do people need?

WHAT NEW service/support is now possible?
What previously impossible thing could you now do?
What could you now personalize?
What could you now improve?
What is the MOST exciting thing you could do?
The Training Paradox
- AI is changing average.
- Everyone will need to be an expert at something.
- How do you gain experience without practice?

**AI Strategy is not just IT strategy!**

Technology is neither good nor bad; nor is it neutral.
Melvin Kranzberg (1917-1995), Professor of History of Technology

**AI is Changing WORKING and THINKING**

**Strategy** = moving beyond just lowering costs

Order Teaching with AI at Amazon:

Or use Code HTAI24 for 30% off at JHUP
https://www.press.jhu.edu/books/title/53869/teaching-ai

MORE RESOURCES at www.teachingnaked.com

MORE to read:
Ethan Mollick (2024). *Co-Intelligence: Living and Working with AI*. Portfolio/Penquin.

*The best general book on AI. And a great chapter on AI tutors and the classroom.*

Ethan R. Mollick, and Lilach Mollick (April 22, 2024). Instructors as Innovators: A future-focused approach to new AI learning opportunities, with prompts

Stay Current with Great Substacks
https://www.oneusefulthing.org/
https://marcwatkins.substack.com/
https://www.aisnakeoil.com/